GMUN Steering Committee Minutes
Monday, August 8, 2005
433 Johnston Hall, 9:00-10:00 AM


Planned Absences: Lisa Carlson and Rosalyn Segal

GMUN Charge
* On Thursday, Sue, Lisa, Ed, Rosalyn, and Randa met with Tim Mulcahy to discuss the charge to give formal direction and a place as far as a communication channel.
  o Received memo
  o Formalize charge
* Intent is for members of the Steering Committee to have an appointment by the OVPR and Controller’s jointly
  o Send letters and appointments
  o More helpful
  o Solidify liaison
  o Expand by two with FSUN subgroup.
* Tim wants to use GMUN as a “one stop” for EFS, etc.
  o Needs to be enough representation

October 6th Topics
Location: Coffman Theater
Time: 10:30-11:00 AM
* Small Business – 20 minutes
  o Develop a Plan (SPA/Purchasing)
  o Reporting (SFR)
    * Vendor table
    * Double coding
* Grants project-EFS (Sue, Brittany)
  o Plan
  o Options
  o Randa will forward a copy to the group-proposal prep and routing in EGMS (modified because cost-sharing will change) otherwise, PeopleSoft
  o Sue will talk with Brittany for conflicts
* Randa will talk to Carol Foth regarding RCR
* Confusion with Foundations – 5 minutes
  o Update on rules
  o What types go through SPA
  o Ed will check with Judy for availability
* New ICR Rate
  o Distribute between department and central
  o Budget the same?
* Fellowships
When you put someone as RA on different grant, what’s the best practice?
- Post new helpful information on FAQ link
- List that must be cleared

Possible change in effort policies
- Implemented?
- Meeting to discuss
- Etiquette

Parking
- 7300-first
- 7615-non-employee: IX
  - Do IX; sloppy because won’t charge directly to 7615.
  - Charge as employee
- Craig Muntifering-come up with answer, send RSPP approval to list

Moira Keane or Carol Siegel talk to the Steering Committee about RAR accounts
- Moira is involved with IACUHHC
  - More access to RSPP-approvers need access
  - Who to talk to on humans & animals
- Randa will send email to Moira

Next Meeting is Monday, September 12, 2005, in 433 Johnston Hall from 9:00-10:00 AM